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In this paper we shall be concerned with certain multiple integrals which

arise in the calculus of variations, namely those of the form

-f[«] =   I f(x, », ux)dx.
J R

Here R denotes an open set in the number space £n and u = u(x) is a real-

valued function defined on R. The integrand f(x, u, p) is assumed to be non-

negative and continuous. Moreover, we suppose throughout the paper that

/ is convex in p so that l[u] is the integral of a regular variational problem.

For the purposes of the calculus of variations, and also for aesthetic rea-

sons, it is natural to want the class of admissible functions u to be as large as

possible. Now l[u], as it stands, is certainly well-defined for continuously

differentiable functions, but once we go beyond this class there is some ques-

tion as to the meaning of the integral. If measurable partial derivatives can be

associated with u, then one can define l[u] simply as the Lebesgue integral of

f(x, u, ux). This procedure cannot be used indiscriminately, however, for it

assigns the absurd value ff(x, u, 0)dx to any nonconstant function u whose

partial derivatives are zero almost everywhere. As an alternate definition of

the integral, we have introduced in [13] a certain lower semicontinuous func-

tional which in general agrees with l[u] whenever u is continuously differen-

tiable, but which at the same time is defined for a much larger class of func-

tions. For convenience in discussing these two integrals the former will be

denoted simply by 7[m] and the latter by â[u], (a formal definition of these

quantities will be given in §1). Both functionals l[u] and ä[u] are of interest

in the calculus of variations; it is the purpose of this paper to clarify the rela-

tion between them.

An important illustration of the present situation may be found in the

theory of area of a nonparametric surface. Indeed, let us denote by Q,[u] the

Lebesgue area of a surface z = u(x, y) over a region R in the ordinary (x, y)

plane, and set

Ç 2 2   1/2
^ lMJ =   I (1 + Mx + uv)    dxdy.

J R

The functional &\u\ then stands in essentially the same relation to A [u] as
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ä[u] does to l[u]. Because of this, the theory of surface area can be used as

a guide to the type of results which can be expected in the present more gen-

eral situation. For example, it is known that ö[m]=^4[m] whenever u has

strong derivatives, but that equality does not hold beyond this class of func-

tions. A corresponding result for the functionals l[u] and â [u] will be one of

the goals of this paper.

The paper is divided into three parts. The first part contains, in addition

to definitions and other preliminary material, a discussion of the special case

when the integrand depends only on p. The results here are especially simple

and elegant, and serve as motivation for much of the later work. §§2 and 4

contain generalizations of the theorem of Tonelli noted in the preceding para-

graph. Because of a consistent use of integral averaging the proofs are ac-

tually simpler than the corresponding ones given in the theory of surface area

(cf., for example, [ll, Chapter V]). In §5 we show that ä[u] is a convex

functional of w, in analogy with the so-called Steiner inequality for surface

area.

The results of Part I are extended to a significantly larger class of inte-

grands in Part II. For a detailed idea of the results of Part II the reader is

best referred directly to the theorems there. Theorem 10, in particular, de-

serves special notice as our ultimate generalization of Tonelli's theorem.

There are a number of integrands which do not satisfy the conditions im-

posed in Parts I and II, but which nevertheless are amenable to an alternate

approach. In Part III we investigate the functionals l[u] and â[u] cor-

responding to these more difficult integrands. Although the results are no

longer so definitive, the greater generality of the integrands lends its own

interest. The major effort turns on proving certain lower semicontinuity

theorems for the integral l[u], these being used to show, in particular, that

/[m]^í[m] for the corresponding integrands. Since these lower semicon-

tinuity theorems have an independent interest, some of them may be sepa-

rately noted here. For example, Theorem 11 shows that l[u] is lower semi-

continuous with respect to weak convergence in Li whenever / depends on p

alone, or even is of the form A(x)F(p). In Theorem 12 we show that l[u] is

lower semicontinuous with respect to (strong) convergence in Li if / is strictly

convex, or if the derivatives /», fv, and fpx exist and are continuous, or finally

if only/—»«) as \p\—>°°. These results, which are probably known for the

case of one independent variable, generalize well-known multiple integral

semicontinuity theorems of Tonelli and Morrey.

Part I

1. Definitions and preliminary results. Consider a real valued function

<j>=<j>(x) defined on an open set £ in the »-dimensional number space £". The

function <b is called locally summable if it admits a finite Lebesgue integral

over any compact subset of £. It is natural to associate a special kind of con-
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vergence with locally summable functions; namely, a sequence {#«} will be

said to converge locally to <f> in R if for any compact subset S of R the following

condition is satisfied :

<pm is defined and summable in S, at least for all m sufficiently

large, and fs\<pm—<b\dx—»0 as ot—>».

To indicate that a sequence  {<pm}  converges locally to <p we shall write

The function <p is called strongly differentiate in R if there exists a vector-

valued function yj/ such that

(1) f <t>coxdx — —   I w¡/dx,

for any continuously differentiable function w with compact support in R. It

<t> is strongly differentiable there exists a sequence {<pm} of continuously

differentiable functions such that

(2) <t>m — 4>,       <t>m* -* t.

This condition is, in fact, often used to define strong differentiability.

In analogy with the concept of strong differentiation, we say that <f> is

weakly differentiable in R if there exists a vector-valued Borel measure a such

that

(3) I (¡xoxdx = —   I (¿da

for any continuously differentiable function w with compact support in R.

In general a need not be defined on the set R itself; however, for the results

of Theorems 3, 5, and 10 it is convenient to assume that R is measurable and

that ot(R) is finite. It is evident that the class of weakly differentiable func-

tions includes all strongly differentiable functions. In particular, by virtue

of the Radon-Nikodym theorem a weakly differentiable function is strongly

differentiable if and only if its derivative measure a is absolutely continuous.

In this case the relation between a and \p is simply a(E) =f&¡/dx.

If <p is weakly differentiable, its derivative measure is an additive set func-

tion. Consequently, we may define the derivative <px of <p by the formula

(4) *, = a',

where a' denotes the general derivative^) of a. The function <px is then well-

defined, equals \J/ when <p is strongly differentiable, and finally agrees with the

(•) Cf. [il, pp. 106, US]. Equivalently, a' can be defined as the Radon-Nikodym deriva-

tive of the absolutely continuous part of a, cf. [4, p. 133]. In either case, a and a' are connected

by the fundamental relation

(5) «(£) = J* *'(*)<** + «(£),
where 0(E) is a singular measure.
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ordinary partial derivatives of <t> when <f> is continuously differentiable. A

fuller discussion of the properties of weakly differentiable functions will be

found in references [12] and [14].

Integral averages. In certain of our results the operation of integral aver-

aging or smoothing can be used to particular advantage. We associate with

each positive number A a corresponding function £(£) = K(%, A) with the

properties

(i) K is non-negative and smooth for all values of £ = (&, • • • , £„).

(ii) £=0for |£|=A.

(iii) /X(8df=l.
The £ integration in this and subsequent formulas is assumed to be carried

out over the entire »-dimensional number space. Now let <f> be a locally sum-

mable function in an open region £, and let £» denote the subset of £ whose

points are farther than A from the boundary of £. The integral average fa of

<f> is then defined by the formula

ft = ft(«) = J K(t - x)*(Qdt, x G Rk.

It is well known and easy to show that ft-^0 as A—»0. Furthermore, ft is

continuously differentiable and its derivative is given by the formula

■-/■
(6) ft, = - J Kt(t - *)*({)#.

From (1) and (6) it follows that if <b is strongly differentiable, then

(7) ft* — foh-

lt is this equation, in fact, which justifies the relations (2); we need only

choose fti=ft with h = m~1.
The functionals l[u, R] and ä[u, £]. The integrands/(x, u, p) which we

shall consider in this paper are assumed to be continuous for all x in some

open set £o and for all values of « and p. In addition, without further mention

we assume that

(8) / â 0,       / convex in p.

Now let R be an open set, RQRo, and let « be a weakly differentiable func-

tion in £. We define

(9) I[u, R] =   Í /(*, u, ux)dx,
J R

the integral being understood in the sense of Lebesgue. Since/ is non-negative,

the value + °° is allowed for /[«,£]. We shall occasionally write l[u] instead

of l[u, R], provided the meaning is clear from the context.
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To define the functional d\u, R] we proceed somewhat analogously to

Lebesgue's definition of surface area. Let R be an open set, RQRo, and let u

be a locally summable function defined on R. Consider a sequence {um} of

continuously differentiable functions such that um-*u in R. We set

A - lim inf l[un„ Rm],

where Rm denotes the (open) domain of definition of um. Then ä[u, R] is

defined as the infimum of the numbers A corresponding to all possible se-

quences {um} converging to u as above. By a diagonal process it.is evident

that there exists some sequence {u'm} such that é[u, P] = lim l[u'm, R'm].

Hence we can express the above definition in the concise form

(10) ä[u, R] m Minimum limit /[«„, Rm].

It is an immediate consequence of this definition that â[u, R] is lower

semicontinuous with respect to local convergence. Also, let m be a fixed func-

tion defined in RQRo, and let Q be a variable open subset of R. Then

d [u, Q] is a well-defined function of the set Q. For later use we observe that

this set function is both monotone and countably additive, and in particular

*[«, Qi] +*[«,&] è ä[u,R]

if Qi and Q2 are disjoint open subsets of R.

Certain slightly different definitions might be advocated for the functional

â[u, R]. Some of these are discussed in §13, to which the reader is referred.

Another would replace local convergence by uniform convergence, in exact

analogy with the procedure for Lebesgue area. It can be shown that the

present definition is an extension of the latter one, in that both give the same

value for continuous functions u while only the present definition applies at

all to discontinuous functions (see reference [13]).

2. The integrand f—f(P). For the rest of Part I we shall be concerned

with the properties and relationships of the functionals l[u, R] and d[u, R]

when the integrand depends only on p. In the following lemma, and through-

out the rest of the paper, the region Rm denotes the (open) domain of defini-

tion of a function um. On the other hand, Pa is the set of points of R whose dis-

tance from the boundary is greater than A.

Lemma 1. Let u be a locally summable function defined on an open set R,

and let {um} be a sequence of strongly differentiable functions converging locally

to u in R. Then for each A > 0, we have

(11) I[uh, Rh] á lim inf l[um, R*}.

Proof. Let 5 denote a fixed compact subset of R. Since um-+u in R, it is

clear that the domains Rn eventually contain S, say for all ot^ot0. By virtue

of (6) we have then for all xGSn and ot^OTo,
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I «m», - M», |    Ú  C(h)   |     \un,- u\dx.

Therefore

f(Uhx)   £ f(Umkx) + t = /(«m,*) + « á /(«m,)» + «

by Jensen's inequality, where t — t(m, h) tends to zero as m—>«. Integrating

this inequality over S* and applying Fubini's theorem yields

I[uh, Sk] è  f   f(Umx)kdx + « Meas S £  \ /(«„)<** + e Meas S;
J sk Ja

in this transformation we have made essential use of properties (i), (ii) and

(iii) of the kernel K and the fact that/^0. Since SQRm the preceding in-

equality may be written

/[«», SA] ^ /[»», £„] + € Meas S.

Now let m—* » and then S—+£, and the lemma is proved.

The following two theorems are simple consequences of Lemma 1. The

first gives a constructive procedure for evaluating â[u, £], analogous to

Radó's theorem for the evaluation of Lebesgue area (see reference [11, p.

173]). The second describes the relationship between l[u] and S[«].

Theorem 1. For any locally summable function u in R we have ¿[u, R]

= lim I[uh, £»].

Proof. From Lemma 1 and the definition of â[u, R] follows I[uh, £a]

ú$\u, R\. Hence, once more using the definition of d\u, £], we have

d[u, R] ^ lim inf l[uh, Rk] á lim sup l[uh, £*] Ú ä[u, R],

and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 2. // u is weakly differentiable, then l[u] S¿[«], equality holding

whenever u is strongly differentiable.

Proof. We first require some general considerations about weakly differ-

entiable functions u. Let a be the derivative measure of u. According to

formulas (6), (3), and (5) in footnote 1,

ua. - f *<* - *)M& = jm - *)«.(*)# + jm - *)d8(&,

where 6 is a singular measure. Now assume that K satisfies the condition

KtZConst./hn in addition to the properties already listed (this condition is

satisfied, for example, by kernels of the form £(£)=£(£, A) =A~n£(A_1£),

where K is independent of A). Then it is easily shown(2) that lim uhx = ux al-

(*) We have I «* - k*| û /£(£ - x) | «,(0 - «,(*) | d£ + fK(t - x)d\ 0(£) | á (Const./Ä»)X
L/"x| «,({)-«,(*)]<*í+|*|W]i where X denotes the set of points { such that | £-x| ¿A.

The last expression tends to zero almost everywhere as Ä-+0 [7, p. 189; 11, p. 119].
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most everywhere in R.

This being the case, we have by virtue of Fatou's lemma

/[«, S] £ lim /[«», S] £ lim /[«h, Rk],

where S is any compact subset of R. But the expression on the right equals

d[u, R], whatever the averaging kernel. This proves the first part of the

theorem.

Next suppose that u is strongly differentiable. Setting um = u in Lemma 1,

there results l[uh, Rh]^l[u, R]. Letting A—>0 yields $[»]:£/[«]. In view

of the earlier inequality we must therefore have /[m]=í[m], and the proof

is complete.

Remark. The conclusion of Lemma 1 can now be interpreted as stating

that integral averaging is a norm shrinking operation. Indeed, since «* is con-

tinuously differentiable, Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 imply

*[uk, Rh] ¿ S[u, R].

The same result holds for the integral l[u] provided u is strongly differenti-

able.

3. Two particular integrals. The developments of later sections will stand

out in sharper relief if we first investigate the particular integrands

f(p) =  | p |     and    f(p) = *f»,

where \p\ stands for the sum of the absolute values of the components of p, and

$(p) is some fixed function with the property $(p)/|/>| —*« as \p\ —><*>. The

corresponding functionals will be denoted by ö[w], £)[w] and E[u], &[u],

respectively.

Theorem 3. £)[u] is finite if and only if u is weakly differentiable. The set

function S)[m, Q] is absolutely continuous if and only if u is strongly differenti-

able.

Proof. Suppose that u is weakly differentiable, and suppose also (this is

tacitly assumed in the statement of the theorem) that the measure a associ-

ated with u is finite on R. From the formula

uhx =   I K(Ç - x)da, x E Rh,

one easily infers that D\uh, Rh] ^ | a| (R). Hence by Theorem 1,

£>[w, R] g  | a | (R) < ».

Conversely, suppose that £>[w, R] is finite. We must show that u is weakly

differentiable, and that its measure a is finite on R. For convenience, let

C(R) denote the linear space whose members are real valued continuous func-

tions with compact support in R. Similarly, let C'(R) denote the space of
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continuously differentiable functions with compact support in £. For «G G'(£)

let us set

A(u>) =   I uuxdx.
JR

Evidently A(uî) is a vector-valued linear functional on C'(R). Moreover, A is

continuous in the uniform topology of C(R). To see this, we have

A(u>) = lim   I    UkWxdx = — lim   I    Uhxcodx,
Ja» JRk

and

JUkxudx   g max | u \ •   I    | uhx \ dx.

Hence by Theorem 1

| A(u)\   g max| «| •£>[«, £],

proving our assertion. Since A(ui) is continuous in the topology of C(R), it

may evidently be extended to a continuous linear functional defined on all of

C(R). But then by the Riesz theorem there exists a (vector-valued) Borel

measure a such that

A(o>) = -   Ioída, | a | (R) ^ »î>[«, R],

This is, however, precisely the condition that u be weakly differentiable, and

the first part of the theorem is proved.

The preceding work yields as a byproduct the interesting corollary

(12) 3>[m, R] Û   I a I (£) g »»[«, £].

Hence the set function 3D[«, Q] is absolutely continuous if and only if u is

weakly differentiable and its derivative measure is absolutely continuous;

that is, if and only if u is strongly differentiable.

Theorem 4. // &[tt] is finite, then u is strongly differentiable.

Proof. Since lim E[iik, Rh] =£[", £], the integrals E[uh, Rk] must be uni-

formly bounded. But then by a theorem of Xagumo, the integrals flu^dx

are uniformly absolutely continuous. This in turn implies, by Theorem 1,

that £>[;/, Q] is an absolutely continuous function of open sets Q in £. Ac-

cording to Theorem 3, therefore, u is strongly differentiable in £.

Theorems 3 and 4 throw considerable light on the type of functions which

are admissible in problems of the calculus of variations. In particular, let us
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call an integrand of "area" type if it is compatible with \p\, and of "non-

area" type if it grows faster than any multiple of \p\. Then ä[u] will be

finite in problems of area type whenever u is weakly differentiable, while in

problems of non-area type it is necessary that u be strongly differentiable.

The frequently studied quadratic variational problems, for example, are of

non-area type, whence for them we should expect the admissible functions to

be strongly differentiable (in this connection it is interesting to note that the

usual function space approach to these problems also leads to the considera-

tion of strongly differentiable functions as the appropriate admissibility

class).

Since for non-area problems the admissible functions are necessarily

strongly differentiable, there are reasonable grounds for considering either

the Lebesgue integral l[u] or the functional â[u] as the fundamental quan-

tity. The decision as to which one to use is, however, simplified by the fact

that in most cases of practical importance both have the same value. On

the other hand, it seems that there are (rather complicated) non-area inte-

grands for which l[u] and ä[u] differ beyond the class of Lipschitz functions.

In these cases the choice of the appropriate integral must be based on aesthetic

considerations. In any case, we emphasize that for area type problems the

functional â[u] is most appropriate, since it gives a wider class of admissible

functions and also because it is closer to Lebesgue's original ideas.

4. A generalization of Tonelli's theorem. In 1926 Tonelli discovered a

remarkable relation between the Lebesgue area of a surface and the classical

surface area integral. His work was later simplified and extended by Saks

(see the discussion in Chapter V of reference [ll]), and more recently the

theory has been further refined by Cesari and Goffman. The following theo-

rem is a generalization of all these results.

Theorem 5. Let Rbe a bounded open set. Suppose that there exist positive

constants a and A such that

(13) a\p\   £l+f(p) Ú A\p\ when  \ p\   ¡¡ 1.

Then ä[u] is finite if and only if u is weakly differentiable.

When this is the case, we have

(14) /[«] g á[u]

and also â'(x)=f(ux) almost everywhere in R. In order that l[u] = á[u] it is

necessary and sufficient that u be strongly differentiable; and in order that this

be the case it is necessary and sufficient that ê[u, Q] be an absolutely continuous

function of open sets Q contained in R.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that as¡l. Then from

condition (13) it is clear that

(15) a£>[u] - Meas R g â[u] è A('£>[u] + Meas R).
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The first part of the theorem is therefore an immediate consequence of

Theorem 3.

Now suppose é[it] is finite and u is weakly differentiable. Inequality (14)

is a consequence of Theorem 2. Moreover if l[u] =i[u], then using the super-

additivity of é one easily infers that l[u, Ç] = i[«, Q] for each open set Q in

£ whose boundary is of measure zero. Thus using (12) and (15),

I «1(0) = »[«, Q] S «-'(/[«, Q] + Meas Q).

That is, a is an absolutely continuous function of open sets whose boundaries

are of measure zero. Since any open set can be approximated from inside by

an increasing sequence of open sets whose boundaries are of measure zero, it

follows that a is absolutely continuous on all open sets and thence on all

Borel sets. The equality l[u] = â[u] thus implies that « is strongly differenti-

able; conversely, if « is strongly differentiable, then 7[m]=ä[m] by Theo-

rem 2.

The final statement of the theorem is obvious from what has gone before,

and a detailed proof is therefore omitted.

It remains only to show that d'(x) =/(«,) whenever u is weakly differenti-

able. Let J denote an arbitrary open interval in £. We assert that

(16) I[u, J] è a[u, J] ^ I[u, J] + ®(J),

where © is a singular measure. The first half of (16) is of course obvious. To

prove the second, we observe that

uhx = uxh + j m - x)dO(l-)

as in the proof of Theorem 2. Since by hypothesis the partial slopes oif(p) are

always less than A, we have

f(Ukx) è f(uxh) + A | J m - x)dO(£)   £ f(ux)h + j K(t- x)d®(S)

by Jensen's inequality, where & = A\d\ is a singular measure. Integrating

over J\ and applying Fubini's theorem, there results

/[«a, /a] Ú /[«, /] + S(J).

The required inequality is now obtained by letting A go to zero.

Dividing each side of (16) by | J\ and letting / tend regularly to x gives,

on account of Lebesgue's differentiation theorem [ll, pp. 113-119],

/(«,) £*'(*):£/(«,)

almost everywhere in £. This completes the proof.

Remarks. 1. When m is a continuous function of two real variables x and y

and/=(l+M*+iiJ)l/2, Theorem 5 reduces to Tonelli's theorem. To see this,
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we must verify first that ä[u] represents the Lebesgue area of the surface

z — u(x, y) ; second, that a weakly differentiable continuous function is almost

everywhere differentiable in the ordinary sense; and third, that the derivative

ux=a' agrees almost everywhere with the ordinary derivative.

The first result is given as Theorem 2 of reference [3]; a more immediate

proof can be based on Theorem 1 and the fact that for a continuous function

u the sequence {u¡,} converges uniformly on compact subsets. The second and

third results are special cases of the main theorem of [14]. Indeed, in that

paper it is shown that any weakly differentiable function is equivalent to a

function having ordinary partial derivatives almost everywhere, and that

these partial derivatives agree almost everywhere with a'.

2. The result of Theorem 5 implies that the set function ä[u, Q] can be

extended to a (unique) regular Borel measure on R(%). Leaving aside for a

moment the demonstration of this fact, we obtain from the Lebesgue decom-

position of the resulting measure â[u, E] the formula

t[u,E] =   f f(ux)dx + *(E),

where ^ is a non-negative singular measure, depending of course on the func-

tion u. This interesting equality may be looked upon as an alternate formula-

tion, and in fact as a generalization, of the fundamental inequality (14).

The extension of the set function â[u, Q] from open sets Q to Borel sets

£ is most easily accomplished by the general theory of generation of Borel

measures ([4, pp. 231-237]; this theory is phrased so as to apply to set func-

tions defined on compact sets, but the ideas are equally valid for functions

defined on open sets). We have already observed in §1 that s\u, Q] is mono-

tone and additive on open sets. In addition, by virtue of Theorem 1 we have

easily

8\u,Qi\JQt] g é[u, (?,] + é[u, Q2],

so that ä[u, Q] is subadditive. It only remains to show that s\u, Q] is "regu-

lar," i.e. that

ê[u, Q] = sup 3[u, Qi],

where the supremum is taken over all open sets Q\ properly contained in Q.

But let Q\ be an open subset of Q, and C a compact subset of Qi. Then

3[u,Q] £ #[«, Qi] + *[«, Q - C]

é 3[u, Qi] + I[u, Q-C] + 6(Q- C),

by (16). Letting Qi-*Q, and consequently C—>Q, we thus obtain

(') The corresponding result for Lebesgue area was obtained by Verchenko, and elaborated

further by Goffman (Acta Math. vol. 103 (I960)).
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â[u, Q] álim¿f[«, Qi].

On the other hand, by the monotonicity of g[u, Q] we have â[u, Q]

2: lim i\u, Qi], and the required relation is proved.

3. When the integrand f(p) depends on p only through the intermediate

variable (p\+ ■ ■ ■ +pn)l'2 = \\p\\, it is possible to give an alternate version of

Theorem 5. Indeed, in this case the hypothesis (13) can be dropped in favor

of the simple condition that / not be identically constant. The conclusions are

that if â[u] is finite then u is (at least) weakly differentiable, and that the

second part of the theorem remains valid. To see this, we observe that if /

depends only on \\p\\, and is not identically constant, then either (13) holds,

or else/^4> for some function <£ of the type considered in §3. In either case

the conclusions noted follow at once.

5. Further results. This section is devoted to certain subsidiary results

and generalizations of the preceding work.

1. The basic definition of â[u] can be slightly weakened by allowing se-

quences {um} into competition which are only weakly convergent to «. That

is, in place of the condition fs \ um — u \ dx—»0 we could use simply

\ (»m- u)adx -> 0,

where w is any continuous function with compact support in £. Lemma 1

remains true for this kind of convergence after only slight changes in the

proof. But then Theorem 1 shows that the resulting functional is exactly the

same as before.

2. The so-called inequality of Steiner for surface area has an interesting

generalization to the present case. Namely, we assert that &[u] is a convex

functional over the linear space of locally summable functions on a fixed region R.

That is, if Mi and w2are locally summable in £, and m = /mi + (1 — <)m2, 0 <i < 1,

then

(17) ê[u] g tâ[ui] + (1 - /)*[«,].

To prove this, note that since/ is convex in p,

f(Uhx)  = /[/«lAx + (1  - t)Uihx]  £ tf(Uihx) + (1  - t)f(Uihx).

Integrating over £a and applying Theorem 1 yields (17).

It may be conjectured that if «i and «2 are weakly differentiable and if

uu = U2x, then equality holds in (17). This conclusion is obviously legitimate

if «i and M2 are strongly differentiable. Moreover, a partial converse is true:

Suppose that f is strictly convex and satisfies condition (13). If for some value

of t we have

(18) <}[u] = u[ui] + (1 - *)*[«,],
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and if á[u] < <x>, then ui and u2 are weakly differentiable and their derivatives

agree almost everywhere.

Proof. Since 6 [u] < », it is evident that the functions u, «i, and u2 are all

weakly differentiable. We now assert that the additivity relation

(19) g[u, R] = *[«, /] + g[u, Int(R - 7)1

holds for any open interval J in R such that ®(dJ) = 0, irrespective of whether

or not (18) holds. To see this, let (B denote the quantity on the right side of

(19), and let J* denote the set of points in R whose distance from dJ is less

than some number e>0. Then clearly

(B ̂  *[«, R] S (B + <[«, /*].

But by the argument proving (16) we have

i[u, J*] á I[u, J*] + ©(/*),

whence lim(^od[M, J*] = &(dJ)=0. This proves our assertion.

It follows from (17), (18), (19), and the superadditivity of d that

(20) g[u, J] = «[«i, J] + (1 - <)*[«,, J] (®(dJ) - 0).

Also, the set of intervals J such that ®(dJ) =0 is certainly dense in the set

of all intervals. We may therefore form the set-theoretic derivative of (20),

whence by Theorem 5

/(«,) - tf(u») + (1 - *)/(«*.)

almost everywhere in R. Since ux = tuix-\-(l— t)u2x almost everywhere, the

strict convexity of/ implies uix = u2z = ux, as required.

The preceding discussion is based upon, and generalizes, a corresponding

result of McShane for the surface area functional.

Part II

6. Integrands of type I and II. We now turn to a more general class of

integrands for which the results of the preceding sections remain valid. An

integrand f(x, u, p) will be called of type I if for any two points * and y in P0,

and for all values of u, v, and p, we have

\f(x, u, p) -f(y, v,p)\  á X(| * - y\ )[l +/(*, u, p)] + p (\u - v\).

Here X(<r) and p(o) are moduli of continuity, with p satisfying p(<r) ¿¡ Const, a

for large values of <r. An integrand will be called of type II if, similarly,

\f(x,u,p)-f(y,v,p)\   gX(|*-y|  +\u-v\)[l+f(x,u,p)].

Important examples of integrands of type I and type II are

/ = fix, p) = A(x)F(p),       f = /(*, »,p) = A(x, u)F(p),
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where A(x) and A(x, u) are continuous functions with some positive lower

bound. Finally, an integrand will be called of type IIjj if the relevant inequal-

ity holds for all w, v bounded in absolute value by B.

The following two lemmas play the same role for our present class of

integrands as Lemma 1 did for the integrand f(p). In these results, and

throughout the rest of the paper, it will be tacitly assumed that the regions

£ under consideration are subsets of the basic domain of continuity £o. We

recall that £m denotes the domain of definition of a function um.

Lemma 2. Suppose f is of type I, and let u and {«„} satisfy the hypotheses

of Lemma 1. Then for every compact subset S of R we have

lim sup /[«a, S] á Hm inf /[«„, Ä»].

Proof. Let S0 be some fixed compact subset of £, containing S in its inte-

rior. We suppose that S0C£«» for all we »to, and also that SCSqa for all

A á Ao. Then, restricting consideration to such values of m and A, we find as in

Lemma 1 that for all xQ.S,

f(x, «A, Ukx)   ^ /(*, «A, Umxh) + «

s j m- x)f[x, Uk(x), «„,(*)]# + í

= jm- x)f[£, MÖ, «m,(£)]# + J + e,

where / denotes the difference of the integrals on the preceding two lines, and

e = «(m, A) tends to zero as m—*<*>. Integrating over S and applying Fubini's

theorem to the first term on the right easily yields

(21) /[ma, S] g I[um, Rm] + fjdx + t Meas S.
Ja

We must now estimate the integral of /. Since/is of type I, one sees that

|/| sfm-*)[x(|i-*|){i +/[{,*»(&%*($]) +M(|«--«*|)]de

á X(A){1 +/(*, um, m^a} + jm- x)u(\ um-uh\ )¿f.

In virtue of the hypothesis fi t%Const, a for large a, there is no loss of general-

ity in assuming that /u is concave (convex downwards). Thus again using

Fubini's theorem and Jensen's inequality, we have

I f JdxI g A(A){MeasS + /[«., Rm]} + /1(/>/MeasS)-MeasS,
J n

where
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p = j jm-x)\«.(e -uh(x)|didx

á    f    I «m  -  «| <*E +    f    füTtt  - *) | «ft)  -  «(*) | <%** +   f  | « "  «ft|d*.
J a„ J a J Ja

The middle integral can be written in the form /£(£) T(l-)dl~, where

r(€) =  f | «(* + Ö - «(*) | «*.
•'s

It is well known that £(£) tends to zero as {—»0. Therefore P^íi+et, where

ei = €i(w) and €2 = «2(A) tend to zero as m and A tend respectively to infinity

and zero.

Inserting the estimates of the previous paragraph into inequality (21),

there results

/[*»*, S] ^ {1 + X(A)}/[«., £m] + |« + X(A) + m (ei + ti )\ MeasS.
I \Meas S/J

Letting w—»oo through an appropriate subsequence now yields

(22) 7[«a,S] g {l + X(A)} liminf/[«„, R„] + (X(A) + /«(«s/MeasS)}MeasS.

To complete the proof of the lemma, it is only necessary to let A tend to zero

through an appropriate subsequence.

Lemma 3. Let f be of type II. Suppose that u is continuous, but otherwise let

u and {um} satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. Then for every compact subset S

of R we have

lim sup l[uh, S] i£ lim inf l[um, Rm].

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the sequence {um}

converges uniformly to m in any compact subset S of £. Indeed, if {um} did

not converge uniformly, we could construct for any e>0 another sequence

{vm} which converges uniformly, and such that

lim l[vm, Rm] g lim inf /[«„, £m] + «•

The construction of the alternate sequence {t'm} can be carried out as in [13,

pp. 30-31], the only difference being that the functions vm which arise are

now strongly differentiable rather than piecewise continuously differentiable.

This much being shown, the rest of the proof is very nearly the same as

the proof of Lemma 2, except in some respects simpler. We shall omit the

details. The next two results are parallel to Theorems 1 and 2.

Theorem 6. Suppose that R is bounded. Iff is of type I and u is summable

over R, then $[u, £] = lim l[uk, £a]. /// is of type II and u is uniformly con-
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tinuous over R, then again â[u, R] = lim l[un, RK],

Proof. In the first case, by letting S—*R\ in (22) we obtain

(23) ./[«»,*»] £ {1 + X(A)} lim inf I^R*] + {\(h) + p(e¿/Meas S)} Meas R,

where

(24) tí =  f   \u- uh\dx + Max   f   | u(x + Ö - «(*) | dx.
jRh Uli» 7«»

Since « is summable over 2?, the right hand side of (24) tends to zero as

A-*0. Therefore by (23)

lim sup l[uh, Rk] Ú lim inf l[um, Rm].

The formula ä[u, R] = \\m l[uh, Rh] follows at once from this inequality,

exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1. The second part of Theorem 6 is treated

in much the same way, except that the details are simpler.

Theorem 7. Let f be of type I. Then for any weakly differentiable function u

we have l[u] ^g[u], with equality holding whenever u is strongly differentiable.

If f is of type II, the same result holds provided u is also continuous.

Proof. By Fatou's lemma (see the proof of Theorem 2), and by either

Lemma 2 or Lemma 3, we have

(25) /[«, S] £ lim I[uh, S] g lim inf /[«„, &,].

The inequality l[u] ^â[u] is an immediate consequence of (25).

Now suppose that u is strongly differentiable. If we set um=u in Lemma 2

or Lemma 3, there results

(26) lim sup I[uh, S] á I[u, R].

Let {R,} be a sequence of open sets with compact closure in R, such that

R,-*R as v—» oo. In virtue of (26), there exists for each integer v a correspond-

ing number h = h(v) ^ 1/v such that

/[«»<„, R,} g /[«, R] + 1/v.

Letting j/—*oc and using the definition of d yields d\u] ^/[«], and the proof

is complete.

Remark. The result of Lemma 3, and the parts of Theorems 6 and 7 which

refer to integrands of type II, can be extended to apply to integrands of

type IIb. In particular, if ¡ u\ <B in R then it is easily seen that all the proofs

remain essentially unchanged. We shall make use of this fact in the proof of

Theorem 9.

7. Three lemmas. The deeper considerations of the following sections de-

pend on several technical approximation lemmas which it is convenient to

present at this time.
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Let/(f, p) be a continuous function on the product space ÖX£n, where Ö

is an open set in the N dimensional space EN. Suppose also that

(27) / ê 0,      / convex in p.

If / has continuous partial derivatives /„, we define

F(l,P,q) =f(t,q) + (p-q)-fP(t,q)

and, for fixed L>0,

fL(t, p) - Supremum {0, F(t, p,q)}.

These functions have a simple geometric interpretation when t is held fixed:

In the (w + l)-dimensional (p, z) space, the equation z = F(t, p, q) represents

the tangent plane to the figurative surface z=f(t, p) at the point (q,f(t, q)).

Similarly, the equation z=/i.(í, p) represents essentially the envelope of a

set of tangent planes of the figurative surface. The following lemma describes

certain useful properties of /¿.

Lemma 4. The function f t(t, p) defined above has the following properties:

(i) /z, is continuous in ÜXEn, convex in p, awd/x^O.

(ii) fh ûf, equality holding for all \p\ ^L.
(iii) For every compact subset 2o/íí íAere exists a constant A and a modulus

of continuity X(<r) such that

h(t,p) èA(l+\p\),

\Ms)p)-fL(t,p)\  SX(|*-l|Hl+ \p\).

Proof. Obviously /l ^ 0. The convexity of /¿ is likewise clear, since /z, is

the supremum of a family of linear functions of p. Also,/¿ is continuous, since

F(t, P, 9.) is uniformly continuous over any compact subset of OX£"X£".

This proves property (i). Condition (ii) is evident from the geometrical nature

of the construction, or else follows analytically from the inequality F(t, p, q)

=/('> P)- Finally, since uniform inequalities of the form (iii) hold for each

function F(t, p, q) when |g| gL and j and t are in 2, the same inequalities

must hold for the supremum of these functions.

Lemma 5. Let f(t, p) be continuous on fiX£\ and satisfy (27). Then for

every pair of positive numbers L and e and every compact subset 2 of il, there

exists a function g(t, p) with compact support in fl, satisfying the same hypotheses

as /, and such that

(0 gèf+e(l + \p\).
00  \g-f\ útfor ÍG2 and \p\ ^L.
(iii)  There exist constants A and C such that

g(t,p)úA(l+ |*|),

\g(s,p)-g(t,p)\  SC|*-i|(l+|#|).
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Proof. In order to construct the function g we shall first need to introduce

a certain integral average of the function/. For any real number A>0 let us

define

/(*) = /»><*, P) - / K(r-t,k- p)f(T,&drdi,

where K(t, ¿) is an averaging kernel of the type described in §1. We suppose

that A is so small that

(28) | fm ~/|S« for I E 2o and  | p |   £ L + 1,

where So is some fixed compact subset of Q which contains 2 in its interior.

Let a(t) be a continuously differentiable function with support in 20, such

that O^a^l everywhere and a=l in 2. We then set

g(t, p) m a(t)f(h)L(t, p).

By Lemma 4, g satisfies the same hypothesis as/. Moreover, for /E2 and

\p\ ^L we have g=f<.h)L=fm, so that condition (ii) holds in virtue of (28).

Also by Lemma 4, f^L satisfies (iii) when ¿E2o (recall that/^j is differenti-

able with respect to t, so that the modulus X can be assumed Lipschitzian).

Multiplication by a(t) does not affect the validity of (iii) beyond possibly

changing the constants. It remains only to verify condition (i). We have

/(»)i â /(« á / + * for t E So, I p |   Ú L + 1,

f(h)L - fa) à / - e for / E So, | p |   g L.

The first inequality implies (i) in the range \p\ £L + 1. On the other hand,

for \p\ ^L +1 we have

«*/(»)* ¡S/+2«|*|, ¿ES„,

g = o, < E So.

(The first inequality of (29) may be obtained most simply by considering the

values of the functions/<*>£, and/along a "generator" oif^i, passing through

the point p: the values of f^L are linear and those of / convex.) Making the

inessential replacement of « by e/2 completes the proof.

Remarks. For later use we shall need two slightly different versions of

Lemma 5.

1. Suppose that the function / of Lemma 5 has the additional property

that for every compact subset of ñ there exists a constant a such that 1 +/

jga| p\. Then we can replace condition (i) in Lemma 5 by

(i)' gèf+<l+f),

this being evident for ¿E2o, and obviously true elsewhere since g = 0 outside

20. Similarly, the second part of (iii) implies the further results

(iv) | g(s, p) - g(t, p)\   ê D\ s - t\ {1 + g(t, p)}
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for all s and t in 2, and for L sufficiently large.

2. If / is strictly convex in p, then we can derive in place of (29) the

stronger conclusion

/(HLáMax[0,/-«(|*|   _L-l) + 2i|*|], i€2o,|#|fcI + l,

where k is some positive constant. Thus by suitably adjusting the number e,

€<k/2, it is possible to replace condition (i) by gá/+«, and a fortiori by (i)\

The remainder of the section concerns the approximation of l[u] by

integrals of continuously differentiable functions. Such an approximation

can by no means be taken for granted (cf. [16, p. 212]).

Lemma 6. Suppose that there exists a constant A and a function y(p)}zQ

such that

(30) y(p) èf(x,u,p)ZA(l+ \p\  + y(p)).

Then for every weakly differentiable function u in R, and for every compact subset

S of R, we have lim faf(x, »a, uXh)dx = l\u, S].

Proof. If l[u, S]= « the conclusion is a consequence of Fatou's lemma.

Hence it can be assumed that l[u, S] < «. By application of Jensen's inequal-

ity and the hypothesis (30), one has for x<ES,

f(x, ma, «,*) Ú jm- x)f[x, «*(*), M,ft)]á£

£A[l+ I «,|» +/(*, «,«*)»].

Since |m,|a"*|«,| and /a-*/, the integrals f\ux\Kdx, ffndx, are uniformly

absolutely continuous [4, p. 100]. It follows that the integral ff(x, ma, uxk)dx

is also uniformly absolutely continuous.

We next observe that the functions Ma and m,a converge locally to m and

ux, respectively. Consequently,/^, ma, m,a) converges in measure tof(x, u, ux).

But this together with the result of the preceding paragraph implies

lim   I   f(x, ma, uxh)dx =  I   f(x, u, ux)dx,
J s Ja

(cf. [4, p. 108]). This completes the proof. As a corollary of Lemma 6, we

have the following important result.

Theorem 8. If u is Lipschitzian, or if u is strongly differentiable and f

satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6, then â[u]^l[u].

Proof. Consider first the case when u is strongly differentiable. Since

ma, = m,a, Lemma 6 implies

lim/[MA,S] = J[m,S] £I[u, £].
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The conclusion ä[u, R]^l\u, R] follows easily. Next, if « is Lipschitz con-

tinuous, it is surely strongly differentiable with bounded derivatives in any

compact 5. The conclusion of Lemma 6 can therefore be obtained without

auxiliary conditions restricting the behavior of / for large p. The remainder

of the proof is the same as before.

8. Normal integrands. In this section we shall consider the important class

of integrands which have the property that for each fixed (x, u)

f(x, u,p)-+<=o as \p\ -> ».

Such integrands will here be called normal. Since by assumption / is convex

in p and continuous, a necessary and sufficient condition that / be normal is

that for every compact set of values of x and u, there exists a corresponding

positive constant a such that a\p\ ^ 1 +/.

Theorem 9. Letf be normal. Then for every continuous weakly differentiable

function u we have l[u] ^3 [u], equality holding whenever u is Lipschitzian. If

f is independent of u, we can drop the hypothesis that u be continuous.

Though we shall make no use of this fact, it may be remarked here that

a function is continuous and weakly differentiable if and only if it is of

bounded variation in the sense of Tonelli; cf. [5; 14].

Proof of Theorem 9. Let Q be a fixed open set with compact closure in R.

Let B be a bound on the function u in Q, and let e be a small positive number.

By Lemma 5 and by the remark following the proof of that lemma, there

exists an integrand g(x, u, p) of type Ha in Q such that

(i) gêf+*(l+f)

(ii) | g -/|   a* for | «|   áJ?, and  \ p\   £ 1/e.

Applying Theorem 7 to the integrand g, one finds

/.[«. Q] á *.[«, Q] S (1 + «)*[«, R] + < Meas Q.

By property (ii), lime,0 g(x, u, ux) =f(x, u, ux) almost everywhere in Q. There-

fore by Fatou's lemma l[u, Q] ú$[u, R]. Letting Q-+R gives the inequality

of Theorem 9. Moreover, in consequence of Theorem 8, l[u] =3[u] whenever

m is Lipschitzian.

When/=/(#, p) the proof is very similar, except that the function g(x, p)

is now of type I. The following result represents our ultimate generalization

of Tonelli's theorem.

Theorem 10. Let Rbe a bounded open region. Suppose that there exist con-

stants a and A such that

a\p\   ^ l+f(x,u, p) g A\p\ when\p\^l.

Then 3[u] is finite if and only if u is weakly differentiable.
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When this is the case, and when, further, u is continuous iff depends on u,

we have

(31) 3[u] è /[«]

and 3'(x)=f(x, u, ux) almost everywhere in R. In order that 3\u] = l\u] it is

necessary and sufficient that u be strongly differentiable; and in order that this

be the case it is necessary and sufficient that 3[u, Q] be an absolutely continuous

function of open sets Q in R.

Proof. Except for the formula 3' =f, everything is just as in the proof of

Theorem 5, with the basic inequality (31) now following from Theorems 8

and 9 rather than from Theorem 2.

To prove that 3' =/ it is enough (as in the proof of Theorem 5) to show

that for every open interval J in R

(32) 3[u,J] g I[u,j] + 8(7).

Clearly

f(x, uh, «fe) á f(x, «», uxh) + A J K(k - x)d8(£) .

I ntegrating over /* easily yields

(33) I[uh, Jh] á j f(x, uk, uxh)dx + ®(J),

where 0 is the singular measure A\d\. Now let A—>0. The left side of (33)

certainly tends to a number greater than or equal to 3[u, j]. The first term

on the right tends, by Lemma 6, to l[u, J]. This proves (32), and thus also

Theorem 10.

Part III

9. General considerations. Lower semicontinuity. There are many inte-

grands which do not satisfy the conditions of the preceding sections, but

which nevertheless are amenable to an alternate approach. It is the purpose

of the present part to investigate the functions l[u] and 3[u] corresponding

to these more difficult integrands. The major interest will be in determining

conditions guaranteeing that 3 [u] = l[u] for strongly differentiable functions.

As we have seen, this involves two essentially different considerations.

Namely, one must show on the one hand that ¿[w]á-f[w] and on the other

that l[u] ^3[u]. A moment's reflection will show that the former inequality

is connected with the problem of approximating l[u] by integrals l[um] of

continuously differentiable functions. The best result available in this respect

is Lemma 6, with its attendant corollary, Theorem 8. This being the case,

we shall turn our full attention to the latter inequality J[m]í£íí[w]. The
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reader has no doubt observed the close relation between this inequality and

the traditional lower semicontinuity properties of variational integrals. In-

deed, the inequality I[u] £i[u] is itself a type of lower semicontinuity theo-

rem, while, conversely, certain lower semicontinuity theorems imply the in-

equality. It thus becomes evident that our goal must be to obtain as strong

lower semicontinuity theorems as possible: These results, in conjunction with

Theorem 8, will provide us with the required relations between l[u] and i\u\.

In particular, since í[«]á/[w] for any continuously differentiable function, a

lower semicontinuity theorem immediately implies the consistency of ä \u ] and

1 [m ] for the corresponding integrand.

Before stating our main results, we shall for completeness first set down

the lower semicontinuity theorems implied by the preceding work.

Theorem 11. Suppose that f is of type I. Let u be weakly differentiable in R,

and let \um} be a sequence of strongly differentiable functions which are locally

convergent to u in R. Then

I[u, R] á Um inf /[*., &,].

/// is independent of u, we may replace local convergence by weak convergence

in the sense of % 5.

Suppose thatf is of type II. Let ubea continuous weakly differentiable func-

tion in R, and let {um} be a sequence of strongly differentiable functions which

are convergent in measure to u in R. Then

I[u, R] g lim inf /[«„, £*].

Proof. For local convergence, these results follow at once from Lemma 2

and Lemma 3, respectively, and Fatou's lemma. The more general conver-

gence allowed in the statement of the theorem is due to the fact that Lemmas

2 and 3 actually hold for the type of convergence noted here. The main re-

sults of Part III may now be stated:

Theorem 12. Suppose that f=f(x, u, p) satisfies any one of the following

conditions:

A. / is normal.

B. / is strictly convex.

C. The derivatives /,, fP, and fpx exist and are continuous.

Then on the class of strongly differentiable functions the integral l[u] is lower

semicontinuous with respect to local convergence in L%.

Theorem 13. I[u] is lower semicontinuous with respect to local convergence

in Li on any class of strongly differentiable functions uniformly satisfying the

inequality D [u ] á H < oo.

The following three sections of the paper are devoted to the proof of

Theorems 12 and 13.

Remarks. As we have already noted in the introduction, Theorems 11

through 13 are generalizations of well-known lower semicontinuity theorems
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of Tonelli and Morrey. Other related results are due to S. Cinquini and L.

Giuliano.

In consequence of Theorem 12 it is apparent that /[«] ;££[«] for any

integrand of type A, B, or C, and any strongly differentiable function u.

Furthermore, if u is Lipschitzian then /[«]=$[#].

Finally, because the hypotheses on / in Theorem 12 are very weak, one

might suspect that the conclusion holds with no restrictions on/beyond those

formulated at the outset of the paper. This is, however, not the case. There

do in fact exist non-negative convex integrands for which semicontinuity

fails for local convergence. Such an example (necessarily fairly complicated)

was constructed by Aronszajn and appears in reference [lO]. On the other

hand, Theorem 13 shows that if certain restrictions are placed on the func-

tions u, then lower semicontinuity does indeed hold for general integrands.

10. Preliminary lemmas. It is convenient to begin with some simple

lemmas, the first of which generalizes a well-known result of Tonelli.

Lemma 7. Let S be a compact set in £n, and define

*[*] =   I (?(*> u)-Uxdx,
J s

where Q is a continuous vector-valued function with support in S. Suppose there

exist constants M and M' such that

\Q\   ÚM,        | Q(x, u) - Q(y, «) |   ÚM'\x-y\.

Then for every pair of strongly differentiable functions u and v which are defined

on some open set containing S, we have

(34) | X[u] - X[v] |   ^ nM'  f | u - v | dx.
J s

Proof. Suppose first that Q is differentiable with respect to x, and that

\QX\ ÛM'. Setting

P(x) m  |    Q(x, <r)do-, xES,

we find by the divergence theorem

0 =   fv-Pdx = X[vk] - X[uh] +  f   f *V*-Qdx.

| X[uh] - X[vh] |  ûnM' |   | Uk - »ft | dx.
J s

Thus

Letting A—>0 and applying Lemma 6 yields (34). The result for nondiffer-

entiable Q is easily reduced to this one by smoothing Q with respect to the

variable x.
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Lemma 8. Let f satisfy any one of the hypotheses A, B, or C of Theorem 12.

Then for every e>0 and every compact subset S of R there exists a function

g = g(x, u, p) with the properties

(i)íá/+*(l+/)..
(ii)  \g-f\èeforxGS,\u\+\p\i%l/e.
(iii) g is continuous, convex in p, and gl%0. Furthermore, g has compact sup-

port in x and u.

(iv) g has continuous partial derivatives gp which are Lipschitz continuous

in x and p and satisfy \ gp\ t^M for some constant M.

Proof. Consider first the case when / satisfies hypothesis A or B. By

Lemma 5 and the remarks following this lemma, there exists a function g'

satisfying conditions (i)-(iii), Lipschitz continuous in x, and such that

g'^-4(1 + 1*1 ). Averaging this function with respect to * does not alter the

validity of (i)-(iii), while at the same time (iv) becomes true with M=nA.

In case C, let a=a(x, u) be a function with compact support in £X£*,

satisfying O^agl, and such that a=l when xGS and |m| ^1/e. We set

¿(x, «, *) = ct(x, u)fL(x, u,p), L= 1/e.

By Lemma4, conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied by g'. Furthermore, g' t^A(l-\-\p\)

and g' is Lipschitz continuous in x. Smoothing g' with respect to * completes

the proof.

11. Proof of Theorem 12. Suppose to begin with that lower semicontinu-

ity has been established for integrands g which satisfy conditions (iii) and (iv)

of Lemma 8. We shall show that this implies the truth of Theorem 12.

For let/ be an integrand satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 12, let S

be an arbitrary compact subset of £, and let €>0 be a small constant. Let g

denote the integrand associated to/, S, and e by Lemma 8; in view of condi-

tion (iii) we may suppose that g vanishes outside some compact subset S0 of

£. Then by our initial assumption and by property (i) of Lemma 8, if um-*-u,

(35)    It[u, S] ^ lim inf /„[m«, £m] g (1 + e) lim inf /[it«, £„,] + e Meas So.

Now let e—>0. By virtue of (ii) and Fatou's lemma l[u, S]^lim Is[u, S],

whence we obtain from (35),

l[u,S] Û liminf/[Mm, Rm\.

Letting S—>£ completes the proof of Theorem 12, subject of course to the

initial assumption concerning g.

It remains, then, to show that I0[u] is lower semicontinuous. Let So de-

note the support of g in £, and let e be a given small number. Let us fix A

so small that Ma is defined in S0 and
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(36) I    | ux — uxh | dx g
7s0

Now the Weierstrass £-function associated with the integrand g is defined by

E(x, U, p, q) = g(x, u, q) - g(x, u, p) - (q - p)-gP(x, U, p).

Since g is convex and \gp\ ^ M,it is apparent that 0^E(x,u,p,q) è2M\p—q\.

Therefore, if we make the abbreviations ux = p, umx = pm, we have for all x(E.S0

and all m suitably large

g(x, um, pm) - g(x, u, p)

(37) ^  g(x, Mm, pk) + (pm - Pk)-gp(x, Um, pk)

- g(x, u, ph) - (p - Pk)-g„(x, u,ph) - 2M\p - pk\ .

Consider the function Q(x, u)=gp[x, u, pk(x)]. By hypothesis gP(x, u, p) is

Lipschitz continuous in x and p. Moreover, since g has compact support in

x and u the Lipschitz coefficient is uniformly bounded over any set of points

(x, u, p) for which \p\ is uniformly bounded. It follows that there exists a

constant M', depending at most on the previously fixed number A, such that

\Q(x,u) -Q(y,u)\   úM'\x-y\.

In other words, Q(x, u) satisfies precisely the hypotheses of Lemma 7, with

S replaced by 50.

The next step is to integrate (37) over Sa. Before writing down the result

of this integration, it is convenient to estimate the integral of the right hand

side. Specifically, since um~*u, one has essentially by Lebesgue's bounded

convergence theorem

¡i

Í     [g(x, «m, Pk)  - g(x, U, pk)]dx -> 0,

Pk ■ [gP(x, Um, Pk) - gP(x, u, ph)]dx -» 0,

as m—>oo. The remaining difference between terms on the second and third

lines of (37) can be estimated by Lemma 7. Hence, making use of (36) we

obtain

/,[«», So] - I,[u,So] è -nM' f  | Um - u\ dx - é! - 2Me,

where ei tends to zero as m—* <*>. Now letting ot—* «> through an appropriate

subsequence yields

lim inf I„[um, So] - Ig[u, So] è - 2i!fe.
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Since e was arbitrary and since g vanishes outside So, this implies I0[u, R]

álim inf It[um, Rm], completing the proof.

The above argument is a generalization and extension of Tonelli's classical

proof of the lower semicontinuity of variational integrals [18].

12. Proof of Theorem 13. This result can be obtained by essentially the

same steps which were used to prove Theorem 12. In particular, we observe

that Lemma 8 holds for an arbitrary integrand / provided the first condition

is replaced by

gg/-Mi+ |*|).

In addition, we recall from the preceding section that lower semicontinuity

holds for any integrand g satisfying conditions (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 8.

As in the proof of Theorem 12, therefore, let/ be an arbitrary integrand,

let S be a compact subset of £, and let e be a small positive number. If g de-

notes the integrand associated with /, S, and e as above, we have

I„[u, S] á Hm inf /„[m«, £„]

g lim inf l[um, Rm] + «(Meas So + lim sup D[u„, £„]).

By hypothesis the last term on the right is no larger than H. Thus letting

«—»0 and then S—>£ yields the required inequality.

Theorem 13 can be given an apparently more general form if we make use

of Rellich's lemma. In particular, we may replace local convergence in Theorem

13 by weak local convergence, or even convergence in measure. The reason for

this is that any family of functions for which D [u] is uniformly bounded, and

such that |m| is uniformly bounded on sets of positive measure, is locally

compact in Lp for any *<«/(» —1). Thus from any sequence {»„} which

converges either weakly or in measure to a function u, we can extract a sub-

sequence {um>} which converges locally to u. Thus, neither weak convergence

nor convergence in measure can possibly lead to a smaller value of

lim inf l[um, Rm] than l[u, R], proving our assertion.

We remark also that Theorem 13 is slightly stronger than the related

Theorem 4.1 of [8]. To see this, observe that the latter theorem divides natu-

rally into two distinct parts; first, lower semicontinuity for non-negative con-

vex integrands, and second, continuity of integrals of the form

£[m] =   f [a(x, m)-m, + b(x, u)u + c(x, u)]dx,
Ja

where o, b, c are uniformly bounded continuous functions. Morrey requires

for both parts that {um} and {umx} should converge weakly in Li to m and m„

respectively. As regards the continuity of £ [u] this type of convergence is cer-

tainly necessary. On the other hand, for non-negative convex integrands this

convergence is stronger than needed: according to Theorem 13 and the re-

marks of the preceding paragraph it is enough that {m*,} should converge
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weakly to u and that the integrals i?[«m] should be uniformly bounded. (It

may be added that this latter kind of convergence is also sufficient to insure

the continuity of £[u] provided that o has compact support in S and is

uniformly continuous in x, whatever the value of m.)

13. Concluding remarks. In this section we shall discuss some extensions

of the previous work, and also certain alternate definitions of the functional

#[«].

Vector junctions. The case of vector-valued argument functions « =

(m1, • • • , u') is of considerable interest, and to some extent allows treat-

ment by our present methods. For vector functions u the integrand depends

on the set of partial derivatives du^/dx,,, i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , v\ a= 1, • • • , n, and we

write correspondingly /=/(£) =/(£„). We say that / is quasi-convex in p if

the function

f(pl + M*)
is convex in X for all fixed values of the vectors p, |, and i\. It is known that

quasi-convexity is essentially a necessary and sufficient condition that an

extremal furnish a weak relative minimum to the integral l[u]. In this sense

quasi-convexity is the appropriate generalization to vector problems of the

convexity condition for scalar problems. We also observe that for v > 1 con-

vexity implies quasi-convexity, while for v = 1 the two concepts are equiv-

alent.

The results of Part I and II can easily be extended to the important sub-

class of quasi-convex integrands which satisfy the condition

(8') / è 0,       / convex in p.

In fact only minor changes in the proofs are necessary in order to see that

Theorems 1 through 11 remain true in this case. Theorems 12 and 13, how-

ever, no longer hold for vector functions even under the condition (8'),

though by analyzing the proofs the reader will no doubt be able to discover

various additional conditions which will make these results valid.

For the general case of quasi-convex integrands the writer has been unable

to obtain any comparable results, and apparently some new ideas will be

necessary (4).

Other definitions of 3[u]. Certain slightly different definitions of g[u]

might be proposed besides the one given in §1. We could, for example, con-

sider alternate types of convergence of {um} to u, or even different classes of

functions um- As regards alternate modes of convergence, the most important

possibilities are :

(a) Convergence almost everywhere, or more generally, convergence in

measure.

(4) See, however, C. B. Morrey, Jr., Pacific J. Math. vol. 2 (1952).
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(b) Weak convergence, as in §5.

(c) Uniform convergence.

(d) Convergence on all of £ rather than local convergence, with & [m, £]

= Minimum limit l[um, £].

To discuss these possibilities, we observe first that if the integrand is

such that £>[m] is always less than a fixed multiple of á[u], then by Rellich's

lemma both (a) and (b) are equivalent to local convergence. Therefore in this

case, at any rate, there is no real gain of generality in admitting weak con-

vergence or convergence in measure. On the other hand, if 3)[m] is not major-

ized by a multiple of #[«], then I do not see how to construct a reasonable

theory for convergence in measure unless at the same time u is required to

be continuous, nor for weak convergence unless the integrand is of type I and

independent of u.

In case (c) we are led immediately to continuous functions u, so that the

theory is less general than the present one.

Case (d) is more interesting. Letting ä*[u] denote the functional which

arises in this case (and reserving the notation â [u ] for the functional defined

in §1), we have generally

(38) g[u] á 3*[u\.

Also, if / satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6, if £ is bounded, and if u is

strongly differentiable in some larger set, then

(39) **[«] è I[u\.

Relations (38) and (39) can be used together with our earlier results to derive

various theorems connecting /, â, and ä*. We mention just one example:

Suppose that /=/(*). Then for every weakly differentiable function we have

l[u]^a[u]^â*[u]. If R is bounded and u is strongly differentiable on some

larger set, then l[u]=e[u]=0*[u].

It seems that beyond the class of strongly differentiable functions one

usually has ö[u\ <S*[u\. In at least one important case, however, the func-

tionals d and S* are identical. This occurs in particular when

/ Ú A(\ + |*|), and/is of type I or type II,

m is uniformly continuous in £,

.£ has a smooth boundary.

A proof that é^ê* in this case can be given along the lines indicated in [15,

§5. ] If there are only two independent variables one can replace the condition

that £ has a smooth boundary by the conditon that £ has a rectifiable bound-

ary.

Turning next to the possibility of using other than continuously differ-

entiable functions um in the definition of S [m], natural alternatives which sug-

gest themselves are quasi-linear functions, Lipschitz functions, and strongly

differentiable functions. The first two of these lead to exactly the functional

ê[u], and we need not consider them further. The functional öa[u] which re-
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suits from using strongly differentiable functions need not be identical with

3[u]. The two functionals agree for integrands satisfying the hypotheses of

Lemma 6, but beyond this we generally have 0s[w]^0[w].

The theory of the functional 3a [u] is in some ways more elegant than that

of 3[u]. For example, since Ss[u] ^l[u] for any strongly differentiable func-

tion, it is evident that the conclusion of Theorem 9 could be somewhat

strengthened; moreover if l[u] is lower semicontinuous (as in Theorems 11

and 12), then 4s[w] = /[tt] for strongly differentiable functions. Of course,

the functional 3s is not as elementary as 3, so that the gain in elegance is

paid for in another way.

Note. The above research was supported in part by the United States Air

Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract No. 49(638)-262.
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